The Augustinus Bader Bespoke Introductory Facial
A science-backed treatment to introduce skin to Professor Bader’s award-winning cellular renewing technology, TFC8®, and
achieve an instant glow. This customized facial leverages Augustinus Bader’s hero formulas to help boost hydration and
cellular communication, promote circulation, and ﬁrm, tone and refresh, zeroing in on the skin’s unique needs for immediate,
visible results.
60 min . . . . . . . . 250

The AB Advanced Experience
A step beyond the Introductory Facial, this next-level treatment combines highly effective fascia massage with the
application of a soothing, detoxifying AB sheet mask and the overall TFC8 technology to support cellular communication and
protection, boost hydration, and regenerate skin at a deep level. Activating scalp massage and sensorial hand and arm
massage complete this exceptionally relaxing, rejuvenating offering.
90 min . . . . . . . . 350

The Augustinus Bader X Casa Angelina Full Body Amalfi Coast Ritual
This unique professional treatment leverages The Method Augustinus Bader – a sophisticated, customized skincare
experience leveraging the award-winning brand’s proprietary TFC8® renewal complex – to ﬁrm, soothe and rejuvenate from
head to toe. The experience begins with a gently exfoliating Augustinus Bader Oil and Sea Salt Scrub, and Lemons from the
Amalﬁ Coast then continues with a deeply effective fascia massage to activate tissue metabolism and stimulate cellular
communication and repair. Finally, the entire body is enveloped in a luxurious layer of Augustinus Bader’s cult hero, The Body
Cream, clinically proven to reduce the appearance of cellulite and achieve a visibly softer, smoother and ﬁrmer look and feel
in just one session. For sun spoilt skin the very effective Augustinus Bader Body Lotion is used alternatively and brings
immediate relieve and turns the skin into a beautiful velvet texture.
90 min . . . . . . . . 290

